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and Developmental Biology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Champaign, IllinoisABSTRACT Rapid assembly and disassembly (turnover) of actin filaments in cytoplasm drives cell motility and shape
remodeling. While many biochemical processes that facilitate filament turnover are understood in isolation, it remains unclear
how they work together to promote filament turnover in cells. Here, we studied cellular mechanisms of actin filament turnover
by combining quantitative microscopy with mathematical modeling. Using live cell imaging, we found that actin polymer mass
decay in Listeria comet tails is very well fit by a simple exponential. By analyzing candidate filament turnover pathways using
stochastic modeling, we found that exponential polymer mass decay is consistent with either slow treadmilling, slow Arp2/3-
dissociation, or catastrophic bursts of disassembly, but is inconsistent with acceleration of filament turnover by severing.
Imaging of single filaments in Xenopus egg extract provided evidence that disassembly by bursting dominates isolated filament
turnover in a cytoplasmic context. Taken together, our results point to a pathway where filaments grow transiently from barbed
ends, rapidly terminate growth to enter a long-lived stable state, and then undergo a catastrophic burst of disassembly. By
keeping filament lengths largely constant over time, such catastrophic filament turnover may enable cellular actin assemblies
to maintain their mechanical integrity as they are turning over.INTRODUCTIONActin filaments polymerize and depolymerize rapidly in
cells, exchanging subunits with a pool of monomeric sub-
units on a timescale of tens of seconds (1). This rapid fila-
ment turnover enables cells to sustain continuous motility
and change their shape in response to environmental signals.
Filament turnover is powered by hydrolysis of filament
subunit-bound ATP (2), and involves the action of multiple
actin-binding protein factors. While the biochemistry of
many such factors are understood in isolation, it remains
unclear how they work together to promote rapid filament
turnover in cells.
Actin filament nucleation in cells requires factors that
stabilize minimal oligomers to seed filament elongation.
The best understood nucleators are the Arp2/3 complex,
which binds to pointed ends and generates branched fila-
ment assemblies, and formins, which generate polarized
bundles. Once nucleated, filaments elongate from barbed
ends. Termination of elongation is believed to involve stable
binding of capping protein to barbed ends (3), although we
recently proposed that it may instead involve switching of
barbed ends into an elongation-incompetent state (4). Depo-
lymerization also requires the action of factors, the most
important of which is actin depolymerizing factor/cofilin,
a protein that preferentially binds ADP-actin and may
help couple ATP hydrolysis to filament turnover. Some
in vitro studies have found that cofilin accelerates subunit
dissociation from filament pointed ends (5), facilitating
treadmilling. Others, however, have argued that cofilinSubmitted April 23, 2010, and accepted for publication July 21, 2010.
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0006-3495/10/10/2153/10 $2.00severs actin filaments (6), and accelerates turnover by
increasing the number of shrinking filament ends. In a recent
study where cofilin was mixed with two co-factors, Aip1
and Coronin, we found a distinct mechanism where actin
filaments depolymerize in bursts where hundreds of
subunits are abruptly lost (4). These bursts of disassembly
initiate preferentially but not exclusively from filament
ends, with both barbed and pointed ends participating. A
single burst of this type could completely depolymerize a
short filament, so this mechanism could promote cata-
strophic, one-by-one disassembly of entire filaments, some-
what analogous to microtubule turnover by dynamic
instability.
To understand the morphogenesis and dynamic organiza-
tion of actin assemblies in the cell, we need to understand
how single filaments turn over in cells. Most studies ad-
dressing this question have employed indirect techniques
such as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (7),
photoactivation (8), or speckle-level imaging (9,10). While
these techniques yield information on temporal and spatial
scales of turnover, they do not reveal mechanism on the
level of single filaments. Two recent studies have attempted
to directly image the turnover of single actin filaments in
sparse assemblies at the cell cortex (11,12). Both studies
found that, while filaments grow smoothly from ends,
consistent with barbed end elongation, they do not depoly-
merize in a smooth endwise manner, but instead incur
disassembly events along the filament length. However, it
was hard to determine the exact mechanism of depolymer-
ization from these studies.doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.07.038
2154 Kueh et al.In this study, we seek to elucidate the pathways under-
lying rapid turnover of actin filaments inside cells. We
attempt to do so by combining three approaches:
1. Quantitative imaging to make accurate measurements of
actin turnover in cells;
2. Mathematical modeling to identify turnover pathways
consistent with experimental measurements; and
3. Single-filament imaging of depolymerization in a cyto-
plasmic context to distinguish between pathways favored
by modeling.
Quantitative imaging was performed on actin comet tails
formed by the intracellular pathogen Listeria monocyto-
genes (13,14). These comet tails allow accurate measure-
ments of polymer mass dynamics, as filaments nucleate
and elongate only at the surface of the moving bacterium,
and remain stationary in cytoplasm once nucleated (14).
Previous work found the decay of Listeria actin comet tails
to be approximately exponential (14,15); however, the
mechanistic implications of this observation have not been
explored. The mathematical models attempt to describe
candidate turnover pathways with a minimal number of
free parameters. This approach allowed us to gain insights
into general pathway behavior irrespective of exact param-
eter values, and to more effectively identify plausible
turnover regimes using experimental measurements (see
Note S1 in the Supporting Material). Single-filament exper-
iments involved polymerization of single filaments from
pure monomer, followed by perfusion with Xenopus egg
extracts—a cytoplasmic system that recapitulates normal
Listeria actin comet tail turnover (15,16). Filaments imaged
here are not Arp2/3-nucleated, and may further differ from
comet tail filaments in their length and binding partners;
nonetheless, they serve as a useful probe for characterizing
turnover pathways promoted by cytoplasmic factors.
Taken together, our data and models are most consistent
with a pathway where actin filaments elongate transiently
from barbed ends, rapidly terminate barbed-end growth to
enter a long-lived stable state, then depolymerize through
an end-initiated burst that catastrophically leads to whole-
filament destabilization. On a single-filament level, this
pathway has the effect of making the timing at which a
subunit depolymerizes largely independent of its position
along the filament length. On a bulk level, it gives rise to
an exponential decay of polymer mass in an actin assembly,
and keeps the filament length distribution in the assembly
largely constant over time.METHODS
Imaging of Listeria-infected tissue culture cells
Infection of tissue culture cells with Listeria and subsequent imaging was
performed as previously described (4). Briefly, BSC-1 cells were trans-
duced with a GFP-actin-expressing adenovirus overnight. They were then
infected with Listeria for 3 h and treated with 50 mg/mL gentamicin forBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2153–216224 h before imaging. Imaging was performed on a wide-field fluorescence
microscope (TE300; Nikon, Melville, NY) using a 100  1.4 NA oil objec-
tive, and fluorescence images were acquired with a cooled charge-coupled
device camera (ORCA-ER; Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan) using
image acquisition software (MetaMorph; Molecular Devices, Carlsbad,
CA). Infected cells containing visible GFP-actin comet tails were located
for timelapse image acquisition. Timelapse image sequences of GFP-actin
in these cells were then acquired at 2 s intervals for a minimum duration of
200 s. These timelapse acquisition parameters were chosen to give suffi-
cient sampling of comet tails over their entire decay profiles without
exposing them to excessive light.Quantification of polymer mass decay
in Listeria comet tails
Polymermass decay curves for individualListeria comet tails were extracted
from timelapse images using custom-written image processing routines in
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) and Igor Pro (WaveMetrics,
Lake Oswego, OR). Details are provided in the Supporting Material.Stochastic simulations of single-filament
turnover
Stochastic simulations of single filament turnover were performed in
MATLAB (The MathWorks) using the Gillespie algorithm (17), with fila-
ments modeled using a one-dimensional state lattice, and chemical reac-
tions modeled as discrete transformations on this state lattice. Polymer
mass decay curves were obtained by ensemble averaging of single-filament
trajectories. Details are provided in the Supporting Material.Preparation of proteins and extracts
Xenopus laevismitotic egg extracts were prepared as described inRosenblatt
et al. (16); actin was purified from rabbit skeletal muscle, as described in
Pardee and Spudich (18), and labeled on lysines as described in Brieher
et al. (19), using either carboxytetramethylrhodamine (C1171; Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA), or Alexa Fluor 647 (A20006; Invitrogen). Filamin was
purified from chicken gizzard smooth muscle as described in Wang (20).Imaging single-filament disassembly
in Xenopus egg extract
Time-lapse imaging of single actin filaments was performed by using the
assay described in detail in Kueh et al. (4). Briefly, perfusion chambers
were incubated with 10 mg/mL filamin for 10 min and then with blocking
solution (5 mg/mL casein/0.2% Tween 20/0.1% Pluronic F-127) for
5 min. Alexa-647 actin was then polymerized in perfusion chambers in
assay buffer (50 mM KCl/2 mM MgCl2/2 mM ATP/100 mM K
þ-HEPES,
pH 7.8). Unpolymerized monomer was then washed out by using assay
buffer supplemented with oxygen scavengers (4.5 mg/mL glucose/
0.2 mg/mL glucose oxidase/35 mg/mL catalase) and 10% blocking solution.
Attached filaments were then perfused with Xenopus egg extract and
imaged under continuous illumination using streaming image acquisition.RESULTS
Actin polymer mass decays exponentially
in Listeria comet tails
We took timelapse images of moving Listeria inside BSC-1
cells expressing GFP-actin, and measured the decay of actin
polymer mass in Listeria comet tails as follows:
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FIGURE 1 Polymer mass decay in Listeria actin comet tails is best fit by a simple exponential. (A) Maximum intensity projection of GFP-actin in a Listeria
comet tail in a BSC-1 cell, taken over a timelapse movie. Red contour shows a trace of the Listeria trajectory. Scale bar ¼ 5 mm. (B) GFP-actin decay curve
(blue circles) for the Listeria trajectory in panel A. Error bars give the standard deviation in the decay curve across the trajectory. Smooth curves give best fits
of the polymer mass decay to a simple exponential exp(–t) (red, c2exp ¼ 0.0087); inflected exponential (1 þ t) $ exp(– t), (green, c2inf ¼ 0.24); hyperbola
1/(1 þ t), (black, c2hyp ¼ 0.40); and squared hyperbola 1/(1 þ t)2, (purple, c2sqh ¼ 0.11). All fits contain a single fitting parameter k, where t ¼ kt. (C)
Ratio of sum-squared errors comparing best fits of other candidate curves to that of a simple exponential: (I) F ¼ c2inf/c2exp, hFi ¼ 5.9; (II) F ¼ c2hyp/
c2exp, hFi ¼ 22.7); and (III) F ¼ c2sqh//c2exp, hFi ¼ 8.2. Fits from 23 Listeria comet tails were used. The simple exponential is the best fit to experimental
data.
Actin Turnover Mechanisms in Cells 2155Step 1. We first manually traced the trajectory of
a moving Listeria on a maximum intensity projection
image of the timelapse sequence (Fig. 1 A).
Step 2. For every position along the bacterial trajectory,
we located the time-point at which GFP-actin fluores-
cence was maximal and set it to be the time axis origin
for the polymer mass decay curve.
Step 3. We then subtracted from each decay curve the
background intensity, and divided it by its initial gray-
scale value.
Step 4. We then took these normalized decay curves and
averaged them to form a single decay curve (Fig. 1 B).
This averaging was warranted by our observations
that the rate of polymer mass decay did not vary
noticeably with the position of the comet tail in cyto-
plasm, nor did it change over the course of the exper-
iment (not shown).
The resultant curve represents the decay of actin polymer
mass about its maximum for a single moving Listeria.
The actin polymer mass decay in Listeria comet tails is
very well fit by a simple exponential of the form exp(–t)
(Fig. 1 B). The exponential polymer mass decay curve
shown here is representative of decay curves in an ensemble
of Listeria comet tails taken from multiple independent
measurements (N¼ 23 tails, hR2i ¼ 0.99, t¼ 25.45 4.4 s).
Approximately exponential decay was inferred previously
using intensifying camera technology (14,15). Our measure-
ments extend that conclusion by increasing dynamic range
with a cooled charge-coupled device camera and decreasing
noise by averaging.Models of actin filament turnover
To identify pathways of actin filament turnover consistent
with polymer mass decay in Listeria comet tails (Fig. 1),
we analyzed a series of dynamical models describing
different candidate filament turnover pathways (see Table
S1 in the Supporting Material for a listing of models
analyzed, along with a summary of parameters and main
results for each model). These models explicitly consider
turnover reactions at barbed and pointed ends, as well as
along the filament length. From these models, we derived
polymer mass decay curves and compared them to those
measured in Listeria comet tails to identify turnover path-
ways consistent with experimental data.
Model A: Treadmilling
Treadmilling was first proposed by Wegner (21) to explain
why pure actin filaments in solution turned over at a much
faster rate than expected from random fluctuations at ends
in thermodynamic equilibrium. It has since been hypothe-
sized to be a major pathway of filament turnover inside
cells (22). Here, we solve a single-filament model of tread-
milling filament turnover. In this model, filaments grow
from barbed ends with rate vþ until they terminate growth,
which occurs at first-order rate kc (see Note S2 in the Sup-
porting Material). Termination of growth could reflect
barbed-end capping by capping protein, or conversion of
barbed ends to an elongation-incompetent state (4,23).
Meanwhile, filaments shrink from pointed ends at a rate
v–(< vþ). Pointed-end shrinkage continues until the filament
is completely depolymerized. We describe these processesBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2153–2162
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FIGURE 2 Slow pointed-end shrinkage generates exponential polymer mass decay. (A) Model diagram showing the actin filament (black), its barbed end
B(t) (green), pointed end P(t) (red), and the coordinate system (gray line) with the arrow pointing toward the positive direction. (B) Treadmilling-based model
of filament turnover. B(t) (green) and P(t) (red), respectively, give the positions of the barbed end and the pointed end as a function of time. The parameters vþ
and v–, respectively, give the velocities of barbed-end growth and pointed-end shrinkage. The expressions tc and te, respectively, give the time to stoppage of
barbed-end growth and time to filament elimination. (C) The polymer mass time evolution curve (4) and polymer mass decay curve (5), shown here for a¼ 3.
(D) Polymer mass decay curves (5), plotted for different values of a ¼ vþ/v–. Model regimes (A.I and A.II) are labeled in gray boxes.
2156 Kueh et al.using two functions B(t) and P(t), which, respectively, give
the position of a filament’s barbed end and pointed end
along a linear contour (Fig. 2, A and B):
BðtjtcÞ ¼ vþ t; 0 < t < tc
¼ vþ tc; tc < t < te;
(1)
PðtjtcÞ ¼ vt; 0 < t < te; (2)
where tc, the time to elongation termination, follows an
exponential distribution,
pðtcÞ ¼ kcexpðkctcÞ; (3)
and filament nucleation and elimination occur at time zero
and te ¼ vþtc/v–, respectively. From Eqs. 1 and 2, we can
determine the time evolution of a single filament’s length
LðtjtcÞ ¼ BðtjtcÞ  PðtjtcÞ;
which we can then integrate over Eq. 3 to obtain the time
evolution of the polymer mass:
MðtÞ ¼ C
Z
pðtcÞLðtjtcÞdtc
¼ C½expðt=aÞ  expðtÞ: (4)
Here a ¼ vþ/v–(> 1), t ¼ kct, and C is a constant. To obtain
the corresponding polymer mass decay curve bMðtÞ,
we translate M(t) horizontally such that its maximum coin-
cides with the origin of the time axis (Fig. 2 C, top and
bottom):Biophysical Journal 99(7) 2153–2162bMðtÞ ¼ Mðt þ tmÞ ¼ C½a expðt=aÞ  expðtÞ: (5)
This expression captures the polymer mass decay for an
ensemble of synchronously nucleated filaments, as is the
case for filaments measured at fixed points along the Listeria
comet tail (see Note S3 in the Supporting Material). Plots ofbMðtÞ show that its shape depends critically ona (Fig. 2D, see
Table S1 A for a summary) which defines two regimes:
Regime I: Growth and shrinkage rates are balanced
(a T 1). Here bMðtÞ has a shoulder in its decay profile,
and is well described by the following curve (Fig. 2 D, black
solid):
bMðtÞ  ð1 þ tÞ$expðtÞ: (6)
This decay curve resembles an exponential, but has a
shoulder and inflection point in its decay profile (Fig. 2 D).
This shoulder reflects the coexistence of growing and
shrinking filaments during the initial decay due to the
balance in growth and shrinkage rates. We will hereafter
refer to this curve as an inflected exponential.
Regime II: The growth rate is much larger than the shrinkage
rate, a[ 1. Here, bMðtÞ is well described by a simple expo-
nential (Fig. 2 D, black dashed):
bMðtÞ  expðt=aÞ: (7)
The disappearance of the shoulder in Eq. 7 reflects the fact
that most filaments have already switched to a shrinking
state during the initial decay due to the large disparity in
growth and shrinkage rates.
To determine which regime of a better accounts for poly-
mer mass decay in Listeria comet tails, we compared the
Actin Turnover Mechanisms in Cells 2157best fits of experimental measurements to these two limiting
curves (Fig. 1, B and C). This direct comparison showed that
a simple exponential (Eq. 7) was a significantly better fit to
Listeria comet tail data compared to an inflected exponen-
tial (Eq. 6) (F ¼ c2exp/c2inf, hFi ¼ 5.9 for 28 decay curves,
degrees of freedom ¼ 75, p < 1016). This result constrains
the treadmilling model to the regime where filaments elon-
gate transiently from barbed ends, rapidly terminate growth,
then shorten slowly through pointed-end shrinkage (Regime
II, a[ 1, or vþ[ v) . Consistent with this regime, fila-
ments nucleated by moving Listeria have been found to
elongate only at the bacterial surface, and exist predomi-
nantly in a nongrowing state in the comet tail (24,25) (see
Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). While this model
regime can potentially account for experimental data, it
neglects potential protective effects of the Arp2/3 complex
on pointed-end shrinkage. In the next section, we explicitly
consider the effect of Arp2/3 on filament turnover.
Model B: Arp2/3 dissociation followed by treadmilling
Arp2/3 dissociation from the pointed end, which causes
filament debranching, is believed to be a critical step for
actin filament turnover (26,27). Here, we extend the above
treadmilling model to account for Arp2/3 dissociation
from pointed ends. In this model, filaments grow from
barbed ends with rate vþ until they terminate growth with
rate kc, as above. Filament pointed ends are initially pro-
tected from shrinkage by the Arp2/3 complex; however,
dissociation of Arp2/3, which occurs at rate kd, causes
them to shrink at rate v–.
To determine whether this Arp2/3 pointed-end dissocia-
tion model is consistent with polymer mass measurements
in Listeria, we solved for the polymer mass time evolution
using the same approach described above (see Appendix
A.1 and Note S4, both in the Supporting Material). The
resultant polymer mass time evolution curve consists of
three distinct exponentials,
MðtÞ ¼ C

ekt
1 ak
ak$et=a
1 ak  e
t

; (8)
composed of the following dimensionless variables and
parameters:
t ¼ kct; (9)
a ¼ vþ =v; (10)
k ¼ kd=kc: (11)
Analysis of Eq. 8 revealed that the shape of the correspond-
ing polymer mass decay curve
bMðtÞ ¼ Mðt þ tmÞ
depends on the relative magnitudes of two timescales:
the time required for Arp2/3 pointed-end dissociation(Td ~1/kd), and the time required for complete filament
shrinkage after Arp2/3 dissociation (T– ~ vþ/v–kc). These
timescales defined three distinct parameter regimes
(Fig. S2, see also Table S1 B), as follows.
Regime I. Fast Arp2/3 dissociation compared to subsequent
depolymerization (Td  T; or k[ 1/ a). In this regime,
the model reduces to the treadmilling-only model (Model
A), because Arp2/3 dissociation occurs so rapidly that it
has little effect on turnover kinetics (analysis not shown).
Regime II. Similar timescales of Arp2/3 dissociation and
subsequent depolymerization (Td ~ T; or k ~1/a). In this
regime, Eq. 8 reduces to
bMðtÞ  ð1 þ t=aÞ$expðt=aÞ: (12)
This curve is an inflected exponential, identical in shape to
that in Eq. 6. The initial shoulder in this curve reflects the
fact that depolymerization involves two sequential
biochemical processes (Arp2/3 dissociation and subsequent
shrinkage) with similar timescales.
Regime III. Slow Arp2/3 dissociation compared to subse-
quent depolymerization (Td >> T; or k << 1/ a). In this
regime, the polymer mass decay curve also reduces to a
simple exponential:
bMðtÞ  expðktÞ  expðkdtÞ: (13)
Here the rate of the exponential decay is simply that of
Arp2/3 dissociation. Best fits of Listeria polymer mass
decays to these different analytical curves (Eqs. 7, 12, and
13) constrain filament turnover to either Regime I, with
both the regime Arp2/3 dissociation and barbed-end growth
being fast compared to shrinkage (Td  T; a[ 1), or
Regime III, where Arp2/3 dissociation is slow compared
to shrinkage (Td [ T). When both events occur with
similar timescales (Regime II), polymer mass decays as an
inflected exponential (12), inconsistent with experimental
data (Fig. 1 C). We further note that, in Regime III, filaments
exist in a stable nongrowing and nonshrinking state for most
of their lifetimes; they undergo Arp2/3 dissociation and
subsequent shrinkage only shortly before their complete
elimination (Fig. S2). Such dynamics can more generally
describe turnover pathways where filaments elongate tran-
siently, remain in a stable long-lived state, then undergo
a catastrophic transition that leads to filament elimination.
In subsequent analysis of bursting-mediated filament turn-
over, we identify a parameter regime that gives rise to
similar catastrophic turnover behavior (Model E, Regime I).
Model C: Severing
A number of actin-binding proteins, including actin depoly-
merizing factor/cofilin and gelsolin, have been shown to
sever actin filaments in vitro (6,28,29), leading to the hypoth-
esis that severing accelerates filament turnover in cells. Here,
we test whether filament severing can plausibly account
for polymer mass decay in Listeria comet tails. We extendBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2153–2162
2158 Kueh et al.the slow treadmilling model (Model A.II) to include
a severing reaction, where filaments break anywhere along
their lengths with first-order rate ks/subunit (see Note S5 in
the Supporting Material). Filament breakage is assumed to
generate a new barbed end that does not grow or shrink, and
a pointed end that shrinks at a constant rate v– (Note S6 in
the Supporting Material). Because a single-filament model
describing this reaction scheme was difficult to solve analyt-
ically, we performed simulations of single filaments using the
Gillespie algorithm (17). These simulations assume negli-
gible diffusion of severed filament fragments from the poly-
mer assembly due to dense filament cross-linking in the
Listeria tail (24); however, the same conclusions hold when
we explicitly account for diffusion of a severed fragments
in stochastic simulations (Appendix A.3 in the Supporting
Material).
Stochastic simulations revealed that the shape of the
polymer mass decay curve depends critically on the number
of severing events that occur during a filament turnover
cycle, which in turn depends on the relative magnitudes of
two timescales: the time required for a filament to depoly-
merize completely through pointed-end shrinkage in the
absence of severing T– ~ hLi/v– ¼ vþ/v–kc; and the time it
takes for the filament to incur a first cut in the absence of
shrinkage Ts ~1/hLiks ¼ kc/vþks (see Table S1 C). Two
distinct regimes arise:
Regime I: T–  Ts, or s ¼ T/Ts  1. In this regime, fila-
ments depolymerize completely before they can incur a cut
(Fig. 3 A). Consequently, the model reduces to the treadmil-
ling-only model (Model A, Regime II), and polymer mass
decay is well fit by a simple exponential (Fig. 3, A and D).
Regime II: T–R Ts, or sR 1. Here, filaments incur single or
multiple cuts during their turnover cycles (Fig. 3, B and C).0 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Biophysical Journal 99(7) 2153–2162The polymer mass decay curve deviates from
exponentiality; it exhibits a shorter tail when T– ~ Ts
(Fig. 3 B), and a shoulder and inflection point when
T– [ Ts (Fig. 3 C). In the severing-dominated limit
T–[ Ts, we can show that the polymer mass decay curve
is well approximated by an inflected exponential (see
Appendix A.2 in the Supporting Material),
bMðtÞ ¼ Cð1 þ tÞ$expðtÞ; (14)
where t ¼ (ks3t), and 3 is a critical size below which actin
oligomers are not counted in polymer mass, either because
they are unstable or because they diffuse away rapidly
from the assembly. In the severing-dominated limit, a
nonzero value of 3 is now required for polymer mass loss,
which now becomes critically dependent on the generation
of such small unstable oligomers. Compared to a simple
exponential, this inflected exponential is a better fit to poly-
mer mass decay curves from stochastic simulations in
Regime II (Fig. 3 D), demonstrating consistency between
analytical and numerical techniques. However, as discussed
previously, the simple exponential is a superior fit to Listeria
polymer mass decays compared to an inflected exponential
(Fig. 1, B and C). Our results here show that, for a treadmil-
ling-based turnover pathway, severing events must occur
infrequently during turnover (Regime I). If severing occurs
frequently (Regime II), the polymer mass decay curve
exhibits a shoulder and inflection point (Fig. 3, B and C,
Eq. 14), inconsistent with Listeria comet tail measurements.
How does severing generate inflected polymer mass decay
curves? As severing proceeds, it increases the number of
shrinking filament ends over time. Because the bulk depoly-
merization rate is directly proportional to the number of ends,1 2 3 4 5 6
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Actin Turnover Mechanisms in Cells 2159this increase will in turn accelerate polymer mass decay over
time, and generate a shoulder and inflection in the polymer
mass decay curve. This acceleration of polymer mass decay
is analogous to the well-characterized phenomenon where
severing accelerates polymer mass accumulation by
increasing the number of growing ends over time (30–32).
Model D: Severing with slow Arp2/3 dissociation
We also considered the effects of severing on a turnover
pathway where slow Arp2/3 dissociation precedes fast
pointed-end dissociation (Model B, Regime III). A detailed
analysis of this model is presented in Appendix A.5 in the
Supporting Material (see also Fig. S5 and Table S1 D). To
summarize, we found that exponential polymer mass decay
occurs only in the regime where filaments rarely sever
their turnover cycles.
Alternate regimes that involve more frequent severing
either give rise to hyperbolic polymer mass decay curves, or
inflected polymer mass decay curves, both of which of are
inferior fits to experimental data (Fig. 1 C; see also Note S7
in the Supporting Material). We note that incorporating
severing into the turnover pathwaywhereArp2/3 dissociation
and shrinkage occur with similar kinetics (Model B, Regime
II) also results in inflected polymer mass decay curves from
the same reasons as discussed above (data not shown). These
results, together with those from Model C, further argue
that severing plays a limited role in facilitating filament
turnover in Listeria comet tails. All severing-based turnover
pathways we have considered yield polymer mass decay
curves inconsistent with those measured experimentally.
Model E: Bursting
In recent studies with cofilin, coronin and Aip1, we observed
a depolymerization mechanism where filaments do not
shrink smoothly from ends, but instead undergo bursts of
disassembly involving concurrent loss of filament segments
hundreds of subunits long (4). Here, we consider a turnover
pathway where filaments terminate growth rapidly, then
undergo such bursts of disassembly. In our model, bursts
initiate from any subunit along the filament length, and
result in the loss of Z contiguous subunits centered around
the initiating subunit. Any given subunit along the filament
length initiates bursting at a first-order rate of kb, whereas
terminal subunits at barbed or pointed ends both initiate
bursting at an elevated rate of bkb, where b R 1. Because
the rate at which a burst initiates along any internal subunit
~hLikb, bursts initiate preferentially from filament ends if
b > hLi; conversely, bursts initiate preferentially along the
internal subunits if b < hLi.
Stochastic simulations revealed that the shape of
the polymer mass decay curve depends strongly on the
magnitudes of the end-bias b and the burst size Z relative
to hLi (see Note S8 in the Supporting Material; see also
Table S1 E). Exponential polymer mass decay arises in
the following regimes:Regime I: b and Z are either both large compared to hLi
(Fig. 4, A and E). Here, the majority of filaments catas-
trophically disassemble in a single endwise burst, though
longer filaments, which arise infrequently, require multiple
bursts for complete disassembly (Fig. 4 A, kymographs).
Such catastrophic turnover kinetics are similar to that
observed for slow Arp2/3 dissociation, followed by fast
pointed-end shrinkage (Model B, Regime III). Both
regimes involve catastrophic transitions at filament ends
that result in rapid whole-filament destabilization.
Regime II: b and Z are both small compared to hLi (Fig. 4, B
and E). Here, filaments undergo many bursts of disas-
sembly, which initiate along the filament length with
uniform probability (Fig. 4 B, kymographs). In this regime,
filaments can be considered to contain multiple independent
filament segments, all of which depolymerize at the same
first-order rate due to lack of end bias (see Note S9 in the
Supporting Material).
Nonexponential polymer mass decay arises in the other
two regimes of the model:
Regime III: Z and b are smaller and larger than hLi, respec-
tively. Here, polymer mass decay follows an inflected expo-
nential (Eq. 14), as filament turnover proceeds through
a severing-like mechanism (see Note S10 in the Supporting
Material, Fig. 4, C and F).
Regime IV: Z and b are larger and smaller than hLi, respec-
tively. Here, polymer mass decay curve exhibits a long tail,
and can be approximated by a squared hyperbola (i.e.,bMðtÞ ¼ 1=ð1þ tÞ2; see Appendix A.6 in the Supporting
Material and Fig. 4, D and G). This curve is also an inferior
fit to Listeria comet tail data compared to a simple exponen-
tial (Fig. 1, B and C).
These results constrain this model to regimes of exponen-
tial polymer mass decay (Regimes I and II), where burst size
Z and end bias b are either both larger or both smaller than
the initial mean filament length hLi. From single-filament
disassembly experiments involving cofilin, coronin, and
Aip1, we measured an effective burst size of Z ~300
subunits and estimated an end bias of b ~103 (see Note
S11 in the Supporting Material). Both these parameters
are larger than the average filament length estimated from
electron microscopy observations of Listeria comet tails
(33) (hLi ~100 subunits), suggesting that filament turnover
in Listeria tails is better accounted for by large bursts that
initiate preferentially from ends (Regime I). However, it is
unclear whether bursting disassembly occurs in a cyto-
plasmic context, and, if so, whether its kinetic parameters
are similar to those observed in the purified protein system.
We address this question in the experiments below.Single filaments disassemble in bursts
in Xenopus egg extracts
To test whether bursting disassembly occurs in cytoplasm,
we used fluorescence microscopy to directly observe theBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2153–2162
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FIGURE 4 Bursting disassembly can generate exponential polymer mass decay curves. (A–D) Kymographs and polymer mass decay curves for bursting
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2160 Kueh et al.disassembly of single actin filaments perfused with Xenopus
egg cytoplasmic extracts, a system that reconstitutes Listeria
motility as observed inside cells (15). As in cells, polymer
mass decays exponentially in Listeria comet tails in Xenopus
egg extract (Fig. S6), validating the use of this system for
studying physiological turnover mechanisms. To mimic the
environment in a Listeria tail as closely as possible, and
avoid age-associated stabilization (34), filaments were
immobilized by binding to surface-attached filamin, and
disassembly was induced <2 min after polymerization.
Filaments were perfused with undiluted Xenopus egg cyto-
plasmic extract, and images of subsequent filament disas-
sembly were recorded continuously at 400-ms intervals.
Upon perfusion with Xenopus egg extract, actin filaments
disassembled within ~80 s (Fig. 5 A), a turnover timescale
similar to that observed for Listeria comet tails in extracts.
Kymographs revealed that filaments disassembled in bursts
(Fig. 5 B, f1–f3) that were rather similar to those observed
in cofilin, coronin, and Aip1 (4). As previously discussed,
we favor the hypothesis that these bursts of disassembly
involve rapid filament destabilization, as opposed to filament
severing, followed by rapid filament diffusion (4). The mean
interval between bursts was 385 11 s, and the mean size ofBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2153–2162a burst (corresponding toZ in themodel above)was 3125 40
subunits. Bursts initiated both near filament ends (Fig. 5 B,
f1–f3) and along internal filament segments (Fig. 5 B, f2)
(see Note S12 in the Supporting Material). There was a pref-
erence for endwise initiation (68 5 7% endwise events
versus 325 7% internal events), and also a slight preference
for a filament to initiate a second burst of disassembly at the
same end where an initial burst had occurred (f¼ 67% prox-
imal bursts, 33% distal bursts), as also seen in cofilin, coro-
nin, and Aip1 (4). These observations provide further
evidence that bursting filament disassembly, as observed in
cofilin, coronin, and Aip1 (4), drives filament turnover in
Listeria comet tails in cytoplasm. Furthermore, the bursting
parameters derived from these measurements (i.e., relatively
long bursts Z ~300 and a strong end bias b > 103) further
point to a regime involving catastrophic filament elimination
through large end-initiated bursts (Model E.I).DISCUSSION
Using quantitative live cell imaging, we found that the
decay of actin polymer mass in Listeria comet tails is very
well fit by a simple exponential. By analyzing candidate
proximal burst
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FIGURE 5 Single actin filaments disassemble in bursts in Xenopus egg cytoplasmic extracts. (A) Timelapse images of single actin filaments perfused with
Xenopus egg extract. Elapsed time in seconds is shown in upper right of each image. Scale bar¼ 10 mm. (B) Kymographs of representative filaments (f1–f3),
showing time on the x axis and distance along the filament contour on the y axis. (Triangles) Events scored as endwise bursting; (yellow triangles) initial
bursts. (Red and green triangles) Proximal and distal bursts, respectively. (Blue squares) Internal events scored as severing events. (Light-blue square)
Regions i1 and i2 magnified (insets on right). Filament polarity is unknown in these experiments. Scale bar ¼ 2 mm.
Actin Turnover Mechanisms in Cells 2161turnover pathways using mathematical modeling, we found
that exponential actin polymer mass decay is consistent with
pathways where filaments grow rapidly and transiently from
barbed ends, then depolymerize through either
1. Slow pointed-end shrinkage (Model A, Regime II);
2. Slow Arp2/3 dissociation from pointed ends, followed by
rapid pointed-end shrinkage (Model B.III);
3. Large bursts that initiate from filament ends (Model E.I);
or
4. Small bursts that initiate uniformly along the filament
length (Model E.II).
By imaging single-filaments in Xenopus egg extracts, we
found further evidence for filament disassembly through
large bursts that initiate preferentially from filament ends.
Taken together, our results most favor a pathway where fila-
ments in Listeria comet tails grow transiently, enter a stable
long-lived state, then undergo a large end-initiated burst
that catastrophically causes whole-filament destabilization
(Model E.I).
Our mathematical modeling results disfavor the concept
that severing accelerates turnover by generating new
shrinking filament ends (Fig. 3, and Fig. S4 and Fig. S5),
or by generating short filament segments that can diffuse
away as blocks (Fig. S3). Such pathways invariably generate
nonexponential polymer mass decays, with a shoulder at
short times not seen in Listeria comet tail data (Fig. 1).
However, modeling results do not rule out the possibility
that disassembly pathways act away from filament ends,
as recently observed (12). In particular, bursting disas-
sembly, which we proposed arises from the cooperative
separation of the two actin filament strands (4), constitutes
one such pathway consistent with polymer mass decay in
Listeria comet tails (Model E.I or E.II).
How can we further distinguish between alternative
models, and constrain parameters in our favored model(Model E.I) if it remained most consistent with data? The
most obvious missing data is an accurate measurement of
the actin filament length distribution, which might be
obtainable with improved electron microscopy. Catastrophic
turnover pathways (Models B.III and E.I) predict that the
filament length distribution changes little in mean length
or shape during turnover (i.e., the same distribution near the
front and back of the Listeria tails (Fig. 4 A)). In contrast,
severing-based pathways (Model C.II) predicts that mean
filament length decreases progressively during filament
turnover (Fig. 3 C). Measurements of residence lifetimes
of individual polymer subunits in tail assemblies using
single molecule techniques may also yield insights into
mechanism (35,36). Finally, in the extract system it would
surely be informative to perturb the levels of depolymeriza-
tion factors, and then measure in-parallel effects on bulk
depolymerization in comet tails, and single-filament depoly-
merization outside tails.
Finally, why might cells evolve such catastrophic turn-
over kinetics, where a single rate-limiting step (likely burst
initiation, but possibly Arp2/3 dissociation) precedes rapid
loss of whole filaments? In addition to enabling steady-state
motility and rapid cytoskeleton remodeling, we propose
that catastrophic turnover may maintain the mechanical
integrity of dynamic actin assemblies by keeping filament
lengths approximately constant during turnover (see Model
B.III and Fig. S2). In severing-based turnover mechanisms,
mean filament length decreases considerably even before
any significant disassembly has occurred (Fig. 3 C, and
Model C.II). This rapid filament shortening may soften
an actin array, compromising its ability to support force
generation (37,38). By keeping lengths relatively constant
during turnover, catastrophic pathways may allow dynamic
actin assemblies such as Listeria comet tails and lamellipo-
dia to maintain their mechanical integrity as they are turning
over.Biophysical Journal 99(7) 2153–2162
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